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The following report was jointly researched and prepared by the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC) and the Center for Global Workers’ Rights (CGWR) at the Pennsylvania State University.

During the past decade, the WRC has investigated and reported on numerous instances of workplace abuses in El Salvador’s export garment sector, including serious violations of workers’ rights to freedom of association – the right to form and join independent trade unions. These violations are of particular concern to the WRC because El Salvador is a significant location for the production of apparel licensed by the organization’s university and college affiliates. At the time of publication, 30 apparel companies that are licensees of WRC affiliate schools – including such firms as adidas, Russell Brands (Fruit of the Loom), and Gear for Sports (Hanesbrands) – reported production of collegiate licensed apparel at 28 different factories in El Salvador.

As documented in the report, in recent years, a significant obstacle to Salvadoran garment workers’ ability to exercise freedom of association has been the practice by factory owners of suppressing independent union organizing through their apparent collusion with an array of illegitimate, corrupt, and even violent organizations. To cite just one example, employers in the Salvadoran garment sector thwart independent organizing by fomenting “company unions”, unions that are created, supported and controlled by the employer and do not independently represent the interests of workers.

In addition, some employers have responded to worker organizing by colluding with one of the country’s most corrupt, and most powerful, labor federations, a union body known as “Fenastras,” to coerce and otherwise dissuade workers from joining or forming independent unions. A third and particularly concerning trend, given the pervasive levels of gang violence and extortion in El Salvador, is the apparent use by employers of street gangs to intimidate workers engaged in union activism.

University and college codes of conduct for the production of licensed apparel uniformly require protection of the right of freedom of association, among other fundamental workplace rights. When workers are coerced, intimidated or retaliated against in the exercise of associational rights, such practices, unless effectively remedied, represent a significant breach of universities and colleges’ codes of conduct by their licensees.

The purpose of this report is to enable colleges and universities that license apparel, their licensee firms, collegiate, and other clothing brands and retailers doing business in El Salvador, to better prevent and, where needed, respond more effectively to the emerging forms of violations of freedom of association in El Salvador. The WRC already has distributed this report to the major apparel brands that are producing collegiate licensed apparel in El Salvador and has urged them to carefully review and implement the report’s extensive recommendations for ending these exceptionally pernicious violations of workers’ associational rights.
I. Introduction

This report details how garment factories in El Salvador collude with various corrupt and unlawful entities – from labor federations that take pay-offs from employers, to company unions, and, in some cases, even violent street gangs – to undermine workers’ right to freedom of association in the country’s apparel industry. Based on extensive interviews with garment workers, trade unionists and other stakeholders, in addition to a review of previously published reports by national and international labor rights advocates, other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and news media, we find widespread interference by employers with the rights of workers to form and join unions of their own choosing through practices of collaboration with, pay-offs to, and illegal preferential treatment of certain labor organizations. We also observe a disturbing trend of threats of violence and other intimidation against union leaders and activists by El Salvador’s violent street gangs that appears to be closely linked to workers’ efforts to form unions at garment factories. We call on factory owners to halt these practices. We also urge apparel brands and retailers and the entities that audit their supplier factories to ferret out such incidents and remediate the resulting harm to workers and independent labor organizations.

The freedom of workers to form independent labor unions to defend their interests is a fundamental human and labor right. This right, enshrined in domestic laws and international labor standards, protects workers’ ability to freely select their own representatives and to advocate for themselves without fear of reprisal.

Moreover, the right of workers to self-organize is an enabling right that promotes enforcement of other rights and standards in the workplace. For example, the presence of an independent union organization in a workplace can help enable workers to identify and raise concerns regarding health and safety hazards, wage-and-hour violations, or provision of health and retirement benefits. Moreover, when workers have a voice at work, firms may benefit as well, since job satisfaction typically increases and employee turnover declines.

The right to freedom of association is recognized under the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Labour Organization’s Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. Freedom of association is also protected under most countries’ national labor legislations and many national constitutions and is incorporated into a number of trade agreements.

The importance of the right of freedom of association is based, in significant part, on the fact that there is an inherent power imbalance in the employment relationship between an individual employee and his or her employer. To address this imbalance, most countries have enacted labor laws that not only allow workers the right to act collec-
Employers, often in collusion with state authorities, frequently violate workers’ right to association by utilizing “union-busting” practices that serve to weaken or eliminate independent employee representation in the workplace. Frequently such practices involve creating a hostile environment for union members in the workplace, the discriminatory dismissal of union leaders and members, and payments to union members to induce them to leave their positions with the union or with the company. In their most extreme manifestation, these practices can include violence against union members and even the assassination of union leaders.

Because of the history of violent anti-union repression in El Salvador, a demonstrated commitment to protecting freedom of association is vital to assure workers that they can safely exercise this right. In the 1970s and 1980s, El Salvador’s civil war cost the country 75,000 lives, and trade union members and leaders were among those prominently targeted. Right-wing death squads and government troops persecuted those who expressed opposition to the government and its policies, killing and “disappearing” union leaders and activists along with church officials, educators and other political leaders.

Following the end of the civil war in 1992, private employers found new ways to thwart union organizations. The use of “blacklists” proliferated among Salvadoran garment sector employers during the 1990s and continues to this day. Employers circulate blacklists with the names of union activists and/or factories that have had a strong union presence. Unionized workers thus have trouble finding employment in another company following their dismissal from the factory where they joined a union.
In today’s garment sector in El Salvador, blacklisting is compounded by apparent collusion between factory owners and other entities both inside and outside the workplace that serve to thwart freedom of association. This report discusses three forms of such apparent collusive behavior by employers that create barriers to workers’ freedom of association in the garment industry:

1. Collusion with or pay-offs to corrupt unions in exchange for those unions quelling worker activism or workers’ claims to legally owed wages or severance. One labor organization particularly implicated in this practice has been the National Federation of Salvadoran Unions, known by its Spanish acronym, Fenastras, and its affiliate plant-level unions.

2. Providing illegal preferential treatment toward certain labor organizations. Employers have given preferential treatment to some workplace organizations by requiring employees to maintain membership in them as a condition of employment, by granting them greater access to workers, and by enabling them to offer employees loans from the company. Such preferential treatment undermines the ability of workers to freely join and form independent unions of their own choosing.

3. The use of threats and violence from members of the country’s street gangs to dissuade union organization. While the days of the Salvadoran death squads have passed, the prevalence of gang violence in the country has introduced new forms of intimidation against workers who attempt to form their own labor unions.

Labor organizations that exist as a result of or otherwise benefit from employer practices that interfere with workers’ ability to freely choose to join or form unions, as outlined above, cannot be considered legitimate workplace organizations. Actions taken by employers to support such organizations constitute a clear violation of freedom of association under both international and domestic law and it is imperative that all stakeholders – employers, brands and government – respond to such violations by affirming and protecting workers’ associational rights.

This report begins with a general discussion of protections for freedom of association under El Salvador’s legal system and the history of its exercise in the country’s garment sector. The report then goes on to discuss in detail three patterns of employer collusion with corrupt private entities in order to create barriers to Salvadoran garment workers’ freedom of association. The report concludes with a series of recommendations for relevant stakeholders: the employers in the garment sector, the apparel brands that source from garment factories in El Salvador, and the Salvadoran government.
II. Methodology

The topic of severe violations of freedom of association in El Salvador’s garment sector is one that has been under-researched and under-reported in recent years. Investigating this topic required a high degree of precaution. What was notable to the researchers of this report is the fear among the Salvadorans interviewed that they would suffer repercussions should they go on record talking about this subject. This fear could be seen among not only rank-and-file workers, but also the union leaders, employers, NGO representatives, and private labor rights monitors who were interviewed for this report. This fear reveals the degree to which the practices described in this report interfere with the free and open exercise of associational rights.

As a result, the sources interviewed for this report were granted strict confidentiality. Moreover, where necessary to preserve the confidentiality of sources, factories where incidents discussed in this report occurred are not identified, except where these incidents previously have been publicly reported. Thus, in order to guarantee the safety of our informants, we only provide specific factory names for those cases that have been publicly reported on in the past.\(^\text{12}\)

The research for this report was conducted in El Salvador in 2012 - 2013 and is based on in-depth interviews with workers, representatives of unions and other worker organizations, factory monitors, lawyers and other experts in the field of labor rights, and factory owners and managers. Additionally, the report includes a review of Salvadoran law, international labor standards, and published articles in news media and academic journals, as well as reports by other NGOs and international bodies related to the subject.
III. Background: Freedom of Association in El Salvador

A. Legal Basis for Freedom of Association

In the labor arena, freedom of association (FoA) refers to the right of workers to form organizations and engage in collective self-representation. Convention 87 of the International Labour Organization (ratified by El Salvador in 2006) states: “Workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, shall have the right to establish and, subject only to the rules of the organisation concerned, to join organisations of their own choosing without previous authorisation.” Article 47 of the Salvadoran Constitution affirms the right of workers to freely associate in labor unions and Article 204 of the Labor Code of El Salvador codifies this right; furthermore the Labor Code specifies the process by which workers can establish labor unions in order to exercise their right to freely associate.

The Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR), which went into effect in El Salvador in 2006, also affirms this right. And while early corporate codes of conduct often did not refer to freedom of association rights, the current codes of conduct of nearly all major apparel brands sourcing from El Salvador, as well as the multi-stakeholder factory monitoring programs in which many of these companies participate, uniformly include FoA clauses.

Respect for freedom of association rights is not simply reflected in employees’ ability to form and freely join workplace organizations. Workers’ organizations also must be free from state and employer interference. This concept of union independence is an essential element of freedom of association. The first convention on FoA enacted by the International Labour Organization (ILO), Convention 87 (“on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize”), which was enacted in 1948 and, as noted above, ratified by El Salvador in 2006, emphasizes the right of unions to be independent of state influence.

In 1949, the ILO enacted Convention 98 on the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining (which also was ratified by El Salvador in 2006). This convention focuses on the independence of worker organizations from employer influence (and vice versa). It states: “Workers’ and employers’ organisations shall enjoy adequate protection against any acts of interference by each other or each other’s agents.” Notably, the Convention states:

In particular, acts which are designed to promote the establishment of workers’ organisations under the domination of employers or employers’
organisations, or to support workers’ organisations by financial or other means, with the object of placing such organisations under the control of employers or employers’ organisations, shall be deemed to constitute acts of interference within the meaning of this Article.\textsuperscript{20}

The Labor Code of El Salvador also addresses the issue of labor union independence in Article 206, where it refers to the “Principle of Purity,” which “prohibits the organization and functioning of mixed unions, that is, unions integrated by employers and workers.\textsuperscript{21} The Code further specifies that in order to be an elected leader of a union, the worker cannot be the employer’s “confidential employee”\textsuperscript{22} ("empleado de confianza") or a representative of the owner.\textsuperscript{23} Indeed, the principle that labor organizations must be free of employer influence or control is enshrined in most labor laws in the world today. For example, the U.S. National Labor Relations Act establishes, “It shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer […] to dominate or interfere with the formation or administration of any labor organization or contribute financial or other support to it.”\textsuperscript{24}

Equivalent provisions exist in the Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR) that the United States signed with El Salvador and four other Central American countries in 2004. Chapter Sixteen of DR-CAFTA requires signatory states to adhere to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, which establishes Conventions 87 and 98 as fundamental and universal workplace rights.\textsuperscript{25} Chapter Sixteen also requires all member states to respect their own constitutions and domestic labor laws.\textsuperscript{26}

These international and national standards clearly establish that respect for freedom of association requires that employers refrain from influencing or interfering in any way in the establishment or functioning of labor unions. When more than one union exists in a factory, the employer is prohibited from determining which of these unions can organize workers and which workers may choose to join.\textsuperscript{27} According to Salvadoran law, upper-level managers and confidential employees cannot serve as union leaders because this compromises the union’s independence from the employer.\textsuperscript{28}

Employer support or favoritism for one labor union over another violates freedom of association not only because this action constitutes interference with the independence of the union itself, but also because such conduct is incompatible with respecting workers’ free choice of union membership, as protected under ILO Convention 87.\textsuperscript{29} When the employer expresses favoritism towards one union over another, the inherent implication is that any worker who joins the disfavored union will, as a consequence, encounter disfavor from the employer as well. Therefore, in situations in which the employer has expressed preference for one union over another, the worker is denied the right to freely choose which one to join.
Forms of such preferential treatment include an employer granting one union greater access than another to employees at the workplace and providing one union but denying to another funds beyond those contributed by employees as dues (either voluntarily or as required under the terms of a collective bargaining agreement). Making membership in a certain labor organization a condition of employment is also a clear violation of freedom of association rights and is expressly prohibited under Salvadoran law.

B. History of Violations of Associational Rights in El Salvador

The modern history of labor repression in El Salvador dates from 1932 when dictator General Maximiliano Hernández Martínez responded to a peasant uprising by massacring between 8,000 and 30,000 rural laborers. Anti-labor violence continued throughout the 20th century, peaking again during the country’s civil war in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In 1978, assassinations of union members occurred at a rate of one killing every three to four days and rose to a peak of four murders of trade unionists per day in 1981.

Throughout the 1980s, along with Guatemala and Colombia, El Salvador was one of the most dangerous places in the world in which to be a member of a union. Among the many incidents of state repression of labor organizations in the country during that decade were the torture and imprisonment of the entire executive board of the electrical workers’ union and the rape and assassination of a union leader’s wife and daughter in 1980. In 1989, a trade union confederation office was bombed, an attack that was believed to have been committed by right-wing death squads. The bombing killed nine union members including union leader Febe Elizabeth Velasquez, a 27-year-old former garment worker. The bombing so affected the nation that October 31, the date of the bombing, was subsequently declared the Day of the Trade Unionist.
When the country’s civil war ended in the early 1990s, the imprisonment, torture and assassinations of union members largely ended as well, but other pernicious, though less-deadly, anti-union practices continued to hinder freedom of association. Many employers in the apparel export sector, facing considerable cost pressures, viewed independent labor union organizations as a threat to their businesses. Currently, the Salvadoran garment industry operates on a very tight profit margin as it attempts to compete with other countries where the legal minimum wage is considerably lower, such as Vietnam and Bangladesh, in meeting prices set by international apparel brands. This price competition and concomitant fear of higher production costs gives employers strong incentives to pursue union-busting strategies in order to avoid labor organization attempts to negotiate higher wages. Employer blacklisting of workers associated with trade union activities became so prevalent in El Salvador that in the early 2000s the U.S. State Department began noting it in the department’s annual human rights reports.

Workers who are former union members still routinely complain that they are unable to find work in the apparel export sector because their names have been placed on “black lists” used by employers in hiring. Interviews with employers in this sector suggest that, until 2009, personnel from the Salvadoran Ministry of Labor would visit factory managers on weekends and offer to sell them digital lists of all the union members in the country based on information in the Ministry’s registry of labor organizations. However, as blacklisting of union members has received greater scrutiny from worker advocates and other stakeholders, some employers have expanded other union-busting tactics to their repertoire, among them, interfering with the establishment of independent labor unions by encouraging and/or supporting other workplace organizations and sponsoring threats and violence against employees who are union activists.

C. Role of Government in Current Patterns of Employer Interference with Freedom of Association Rights

Salvadoran governments, past and present, have encouraged the practices described in this report through open support for corrupt labor organizations, legal recognition of employer-controlled unions, weak enforcement of existing labor laws and failure to correct loopholes and deficiencies in the laws themselves.

The ILO has raised concerns regarding the government’s failure to take effective action to prevent collusion between employers and unions that undermines workers’ free exercise of associational rights, including giving preference to one trade union over another. It is important to note that Convention 98 also states that it is the government’s responsibility to establish the “machinery” necessary to ensure that the right to organize can be exercised without interference. Thus, the government has an obligation to both refrain, itself, from interfering in union affairs and to prevent employers from doing the same.
Salvadoran labor unions have submitted multiple complaints to the ILO regarding employers’ formation of company-controlled labor unions and the inability or unwillingness of the country’s government to prevent this practice. In 2009, the ILO’s Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR) stated the following:

The Committee is of the view that, in order properly to guarantee protection against acts of interference, a provision should be adopted [by the Salvadoran government] expressly prohibiting any acts which are designed to promote the establishment of workers’ organizations under the domination of employers or employers’ organizations, or to support workers’ organizations by financial or other means, with the object of placing such organizations under the control of employers or employers’ organizations. The Committee asks the Government to take the necessary steps, in the context of the process to revise labour law, to provide in the legislation for appropriate and full protection against acts of interference, accompanied by sufficiently dissuasive sanctions. (Emphasis in original).41

Most recently, in July 2011, the Telecommunications Workers’ Union (SITCOM) of El Salvador submitted a complaint to the ILO regarding the activities of an employer-controlled union. In its submission, SITCOM alleged, among other things, that a union registered at a call center operated by multinational telecommunications firm Atento was controlled by the company and that managers held leadership positions in the union. SITCOM, an independent trade union that was also filing for registration during the same period, claimed that it had requested that the Ministry of Labor investigate ties between the union and the employer.42

The government’s response to the allegation was that the company-controlled union had been registered in accordance with the procedures established by the Labor Code. The Committee responded: “The Government’s observations do not mention the SITCOM officials’ request that the labour inspectorate conduct a special investigation of alleged domination of [the union in question] by the employer or why there was no response to its request. It recalls, moreover that, in the Committee’s 2012 observation on the application of Convention No. 98 by El Salvador, that the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to provide explicitly in the legislation for the prohibition of all actions which are designed to promote the establishment of workers’ organizations under the domination of employers.”43

In sum, the ILO Committee of Experts has made clear on several occasions that there is a pattern of violations of Article 205 of the Labor Code of El Salvador and Article 247 of the El Salvador’s Penal Code, both of which prohibit employer interference with trade...
union activities. The ILO Committee further recommended that legislation be reformed to ensure more effective enforcement of these laws. Moreover, the Committee requested reforms to Salvadoran labor law that would strengthen protections against employer interference in the formation of trade unions and stiffen penalties for employers who violate these provisions. As of this report’s publication, the government of El Salvador still has not acted on these recommendations.

The government has also failed to protect unions and workers from the common practice by which employers bribe factory-level union leaders to resign from their jobs. Salvadoran law protects unions by prohibiting a company from firing a union leader for the period of her term in office plus one year after the term ends. Employers have often skirted the law’s protections by offering union leaders the equivalent of their salaries for the remainder of their terms in office plus the additional year of salary in exchange for their resignation from the company. As the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) observes, the practice is technically legal according to domestic law: “Notwithstanding the longstanding recommendations of the ILO to the effect that reinstatement of dismissed workers is a necessary element of defence against unfair dismissal, the Labour Code does not require the reinstatement of illegally sacked workers, only that employers give the worker a severance payment.” However, such action undermines freedom of association by denying employees representation in the workplace by union leaders day-to-day contact. Because such action by employers intentionally weakens the ability of workers to benefit from union representation, it clearly violates freedom of association protections.

In the case of employees who are rank-and-file union members, under Salvadoran law, an employer can terminate them without showing just cause as long as it pays severance benefits of one month of salary for each year of service. A worker who feels that he or she has been dismissed on account of his or her union activities may file a complaint with the Ministry of Labor. It is then the responsibility of the Ministry of Labor to interview all parties and to make a determination as to whether there was just cause for the dismissal and, accordingly, whether the worker is entitled to severance benefits. It is common for employers to retaliate against workers who engage in union activity by
terminating them and then to invent a “cause” for these firings in order to avoid paying severance benefits, thereby violating workers’ rights under both Salvadoran law and international labor standards.⁴⁹

The Salvadoran government has failed to provide the country’s Ministry of Labor with enough inspectors and other resources to enforce the country’s labor laws. In addition, the Ministry itself has sometimes facilitated employers’ dismissal of union leaders and use of blacklists.⁵⁰ Finally, as discussed in the following section, the government has assisted the activities of corrupt unions by supplying funding for their projects and appointing their leaders to important national commissions, thereby elevating these organizations’ public stature and influence.
IV. Employer Interference Through Collusion With and Pay-offs to Corrupt Labor Organizations:
The Case of Fenastras and its Affiliates

A. Fenastras: From Courage to Corruption

Fenastras, the National Federation of Salvadoran Unions, is a labor organization that began as a legitimate independent trade union federation. However, during the last twenty years, the federation has become an active partner with employers in undermining workers’ rights, often in return for its leaders’ own financial gain. During El Salvador’s period of authoritarian rule and then civil war in the 1970s and 1980s, Fenastras was prominent for the strong position it took against anti-union violence by the country’s government. The federation paid a heavy price for this stand – during this period, many of its leaders were arrested, tortured and imprisoned. It was this federation whose offices were bombed in October 1989.

In the aftermath of the October 1989 bombing and the peace process that began in the early 1990s, Fenastras underwent a period of internal turmoil. In March 1994, husband and wife Juan José Huezo and Sarahi Molina assumed control of the federation following a hotly contested election conducted under a questionable voting system. The federation’s affiliate unions that had supported the losing candidates, which represented 80 percent of its total membership, seceded from the federation as a result. Their departure left Fenastras a fraction of its former size, but much easier for Huezo and Molina to control.

Subsequently, Fenastras lost the support and funding it had previously received from international bodies. Fenastras was accused of misusing funds from a major European donor and, as a result, lost its financial support. Soon after, all European donors to the federation cut their funding. Fenastras was then expelled from the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), the world’s largest trade union body at the time. Shortly afterwards, Fenastras’ textile union affiliate was expelled from the leading transnational body for textile worker unions, the International Textile, Garment and Leather Workers Federation (ITGLWF). These defundings and expulsions left Fenastras in a financial crisis. With only a small membership, income from worker dues covered only a fraction of the federation’s expenses. As a result, Fenastras’ leaders began to look elsewhere for income, leading to their reported participation in bribery, extortion, and other acts of corruption.
Both local and international investigators have documented corrupt practices by Fenas- tras. In his book *Globalization and Cross-Border Labor Solidarity in the Americas*, Professor Ralph Armbruster-Sandoval of the University of California Santa Barbara, discusses the evolution of Fenastras:

[T]he former left-leaning labor federation underwent a sharp ideological transformation after the civil war ended in 1992, becoming more conservative and friendly toward the business sector, especially the maquila [apparel export] industry. Juan José Huezo is, in fact, one of its [the maquiladora sector’s] staunchest defenders. It has been widely reported that he has signed various “sweetheart” deals with maquila owners to establish, in exchange for bribes and financial gain, pro-management seccionales (i.e. “company unions,” also sometimes called sindicatos blancos) that do not focus on improving wages and working conditions of maquila workers. Many labor federations and nongovernment organizations (NGOs) have also claimed that Fenastras has deliberately created unrest and provoked “voluntary resignations” [of employees] so it can receive a portion of the severance payments, which it obtains through negotiations with maquila owners.\(^{54}\)

In 2006, one of El Salvador’s top daily newspapers reported that Fenastras’ Huezo had “been repeatedly accused of enriching himself through illegal practices, [including] creating fake unions, which were established secretly and in violation of the Labor Code.” The article added, “Fenastras’ income increases from monthly ‘union payments’ received from ... factories in exchange for lists of union members’ names and for agreeing to prevent strikes.”\(^{55}\) Finally, the newspaper observed, “Extortion is one of the tools used by supposed worker organizations to get money from factory owners. Behind all this is Fenastras.”\(^{56}\)

Despite its expulsion from international labor bodies and its reputation for corruption, Fenastras has been and continues to be a powerful union in El Salvador and in the garment sector in particular. This is due, in part, to the support it has enjoyed from some government officials and agencies, and the income it has received from employers. The degree of government support for Fenastras has varied over time and across different sections of the Salvadoran government, with some agencies effectively shunning Fenastras and others actively helping it to grow and prosper.

During the mid-1990s, having broken with its former allies among the country’s leftwing unions and the FMLN political party, Fenastras began collaborating with the rightwing Alianza Republicana Nacionalista de El Salvador party (ARENA), which held power from 1989 to 2009 and had deep ties to conservative business owners and, reputedly, to rightwing death squads during the civil war. ARENA governments appointed Fenastras’ leaders to seats on several tripartite commissions.
Such appointments conferred reputational legitimacy on Fenastras within the country and frequently carried high *per diem* expense allowances and other benefits. The government, along with private business interests, also provided funding for Fenastras to establish several social service programs, such as CENFOTRAS, a training center that offers courses in industrial sewing machine operation, computer skills, cosmetology and other vocational subjects. During this time, Huezo’s wife, Molina, sat as a government-appointee on the board of the agency that funded the program. While support from the government has waned to some extent during the current political administration, Fenastras continues to enjoy favorable treatment from certain agencies of the Salvadoran state.

Fenastras has also used its government-appointed positions to take positions that favor the interests of employers rather than those of labor. According to one source, under the ARENA government the Fenastras appointee to the National Council for the Minimum Wage sided with employers and against other union leaders by arguing against increases in the legal minimum wage. More recently, in 2010, Salvadoran employers proposed permitting factories to adopt a so-called “4 by 4” system of working hours, under which employees are required to perform four consecutive twelve hours workdays followed by four days off, Fenastras sided with factory owners in supporting the proposal. Other union representatives and the labor minister herself uniformly opposed the scheme, arguing that it violated Salvadoran labor law’s restrictions on maximum working hours and requirements for overtime payments and that the lengthy work shifts would harm employees’ health.

According to official Ministry of Labor statistics, in 2013, Fenastras had nine affiliate unions and 11,435 members, representing only eight percent of the 145,629 registered union members in the country. Fenastras’ members are concentrated, however, in the manufacturing sector, where they represent more than 30 percent of all union members. While Fenastras reports that it has members in eight of the country’s free trade zones and that half of these are garment workers, as we discuss below, many of these workers reportedly became Fenastras union members either against their will and/or without their own knowledge.

**B. Employers Pay Off Fenastras to Suppress Worker Organizing**

Employers violate workers’ associational rights whenever they collude with a labor organization to suppress legitimate worker organizing. Our research documented a pattern of employers entering into *quid pro quo* relationships with Fenastras in which Fenastras offered to prevent or quell union activity in exchange for money from the employer.
In multiple cases, we found that Fenastras had urged and assisted workers to take radical actions, such as going on strike or occupying the workplace by locking the factory gates but then, subsequently, used the disputes it had created in order to extract payments from the employer.

One well-documented case where this occurred is that of Hermosa Manufacturing, a factory that shut down in 2005 following the formation of a plant-level union affiliated to Fenastras. The Worker Rights Consortium documented that, when the plant closed, the factory owner failed to pay workers more than $800,000 in legally-owed back wages and statutory termination benefits.63

In response, Fenastras encouraged the factory’s workers to occupy the factory, which they did for approximately one month until the owner obtained a court order to have them removed.64 Fenastras’ Huezo then organized a meeting between the leadership committee of the workers’ union and the Ministry of Labor, where Huezo reportedly told the employee committee members that if they abandoned the union they would receive money, the factory would reopen, and the rest of the employees would be reinstated – but would not be paid the back wages they were legally owed.

When the employee committee members unequivocally rejected this offer, Huezo reportedly then threatened the committee members that if they did not accept the offer they “would run the risk of being killed by the mafia.”65 Despite this intimidation, the employee committee members reiterated their refusal of Huezo’s offer and continued to publicly protest the closure and the company’s failure to pay the workers what they were legally due.

Concerning a labor dispute at a different factory in 2000, workers testified that Fenastras officials made death threats against the leaders of their plant-level union after the latter decided to break ties with the federation and seek support from another labor organization.66

Factory workers and other knowledgeable observers of Salvadoran labor relations also reported that, in many cases, employers pay Fenastras to provide them with “protection” from other labor unions. According to interviews, while Fenastras formally represents the firm’s workers, it foregoes any attempt to negotiate on behalf of the workers or to represent them in their grievances in return for large monthly payments from the employer.

In some cases, Fenastras reportedly has approached factory managers to solicit such an arrangement before any effort had been made by employees to establish an independent union at the worksite. In such cases, the federation, in exchange for regular payments from a factory’s management, allegedly agreed to form a union at the fac-
tory as means of preempting other associational activity by its workers.

Even when Fenastras represents a majority of the workers at the factory – often due, in part, to assistance that it receives from the factory’s management in recruiting members – and thereby has the legal right to negotiate a collective bargaining agreement, the federation reportedly often does not seek to do this. Indeed, workers and other knowledgeable parties indicate that, in some cases, Fenastras does not even bother to ever meet with its members.

Under both Salvadoran law and international labor standards, the practice of employers paying Fenastras to organize their workforces and, thereby, preempt independent union activity clearly interferes with workers’ rights to establish and join a union of their own choice.67 The beneficiaries of such collusion are factory employers and Fenastras itself: employers gain a buffer against workers forming independent unions that will seek higher wages and more benefits while the union federation secures additional funds and pads its membership rolls. The losers in such relationships are garment factory workers.

Although such payments are difficult to document, workers charge that some companies have paid thousands of dollars per month for such “protection.” In 2011, a website operated by supporters of the country’s current governing party, the FMLN, posted an article in which an anonymous group of garment workers denounced Fenastras’ practice of extorting money from employers through threats that, otherwise, the federation would place union members at their plants to disrupt operations. These workers charge:

Juan José Huezo and his wife, together with [a Salvadoran law firm] . . . have agreed to carry out acts of extortion against companies. The companies have to pay [the law firm] between $1,000 and $1,500 every month in order to avoid having groups of ‘trade union members’ being placed in the factory to cause problems and block production.68

Employers’ reported pay-offs to Fenastras may be the result of collusion or extortion, but in both cases employers make payments in order to preempt independent worker
organizing, thereby violating their employees’ rights to freedom of association and collective bargaining.

C. Employers Deny Terminated Workers’ Statutory Severance Benefits and Instead Pay These Funds to Fenastras

The widespread employer practice of illegally firing workers in retaliation for their union activities (as described in Section IIIC of this report), or suspending such workers with pay as a means of removing them from the workplace, is exacerbated by the role that corrupt unions have played in the process. Representatives of Fenastras and other corrupt labor organizations have frequently helped factory managers negotiate with workers who are targeted for union activities, pressing these workers to agree to resign from the company, receiving only a portion of their legally-owed severance. In return for this assistance, employers reportedly share a portion of the severance obligations that they avoid with the unions with which they have colluded in this process.

In some cases of this kind, workers reported that, after Fenastras helped them form and register a plant-level union, managers began to pressure employee union leaders to resign from their jobs in return for certain severance benefits. Fenastras then encouraged the workers to accept these offers despite the fact that the coerced resignations were clearly illegal and the amount offered was significantly less than workers would have been owed by law. In return, company officials reportedly paid Fenastras a share of the remaining sum to which these employees were statutorily entitled in exchange for the federation’s mediation “services.” In other cases, where a labor-management dispute already existed at a given factory, Fenastras showed up only to negotiate the
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Workers of Hermosa Manufacturing protest their employer’s failure to pay more than $800,000 in legally-owed back wages and terminal benefits. Worker leaders report that Fenastras officials threatened them when they refused to abandon their protests in return for an employer pay-off.
terms of the dismissal of workers, for which it, again, received from the employer a portion of the statutory severance benefits owed to employees.69

In 2009, the nongovernmental organization Movimiento Salvadoreño de Mujeres (Salvadoran Women’s Movement) reported a dispute where the management of a garment factory that had changed its name to avoid paying its employees’ wages and benefits sought the assistance of Fenastras with a similar result. According to one worker, “When the name of the factory changed . . . the [employer] didn’t pay our salary or our severance benefits . . . so we went to Fenastras but they sold us out to the employer, we heard later that they had been paid money [in exchange for not pursuing our case].”70

Workers often do not know the actual amount that their employers have paid Fenastras in return for the federation’s assistance in securing their resignations or their acquiescence in being denied wages and benefits. Multiple sources interviewed for this study, however, reported that employers pay approximately 30% of the total amount legally due to the workers to Fenastras, instead of paying this money to the workers.
I. Preferential Treatment of Employer-Friendly Labor Organizations

Salvadoran employers also violate workers’ associational rights by conferring preferential treatment on labor organizations they favor. Such preferential treatment places the particular labor organization in an advantageous position compared to other unions that workers might attempt to form and participate in inside the factory.

In some cases, such preferential treatment extends to the employer requiring membership in its favored labor organization as a condition of employment, or of workers’ eligibility for certain employer-provided benefits. This preferential treatment of the union by the employer amounts to coercion of employees. By interfering with workers’ ability to exercise free choice regarding union membership, this practice violates their right to freedom of association.

Some of the workplace organizations are created by the employers themselves. For example, a 2012 newswire report stated, “In certain business sectors in El Salvador, such as textile factories assembling goods for export under the duty-free ‘maquila’ system, dismissals of trade unionists or the setting up of parallel pro-employer unions are particularly common.”

In other cases, employers may give preferential treatment to labor organizations, like Fenastras, that already exist, either because the labor group coerces it to do so or because the employer seeks to preempt its workers from joining a union that will actually advocate on their behalf.

Employers’ interference with freedom of association through preferential treatment or outright sponsorship of labor organizations is not a problem that is unique to El Salvador. The WRC has found that such practices present significant barriers to freedom of association throughout the international apparel industry, both in Central America and in other regions of the world.

The specific forms that such preferential treatment toward certain workplace organizations take varies from case to case. In some instances, the employer pays workers directly to join or participate in favored labor organizations; in other cases, the employer makes a pay-off to government officials so that the latter will register the favored labor organization as representing the employer’s workplace. Employers may also provide a favored labor organization with preferential access to their employees at the worksite while at the same time denying this access to other labor organizations. Our investigation identified three specific mechanisms that Salvadoran employers use to influence employees to join labor organizations, all of which undermine workers’ actual exercise of freedom of association in the workplace.
A. Employers Illegally Require Membership in a Workplace Organization as a Condition of Employment

Salvadoran law prohibits employers from making union membership a mandatory term of employment, even pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement. Yet, Salvadoran garment workers interviewed for this report indicated that some employers do require membership in labor organizations they favor as a condition of employment. In one case involving Fenastras, even though the labor organization that was registered at the workplace did not attempt to negotiate an actual collective bargaining agreement with the employer that addressed workers’ wages and benefits, the employer terminated workers who refused to join the union. Knowledge of such dismissals put additional pressure on workers to comply with their employer’s demand that they join the Fenastras-affiliated union.

This practice is a clear violation of Salvadoran labor law. Article 30 of the country’s labor code specifies that employers cannot interfere in workers’ practice of freedom of association. Furthermore, Article 205 of the labor code prohibits any type of coercion of a worker to join a labor organization. Requiring workers to join an employer-favored union also violates Convention 87 of the International Labour Organization, which, as discussed above, mandates in its Article 2 that workers “shall have the right to join organisations of their own choosing.” Workers do not have this right when the employer dictates the union they must join without input from employees themselves.

B. Employers Provide Leaders of Favored Workplace Organizations Privileged Access to Workplaces and the Workforce

Our study uncovered repeated instances in which employers allowed leaders of labor organizations they favored to engage in recruitment and organizing of their employees during working hours on company premises. In contrast, leaders of independent unions frequently were either denied access to the workplace entirely, or were severely restricted in their movement on the premises.

Specific examples of how preferential access was granted to leaders of favored labor organizations included:

- Factory managers assigned plant-level leaders of favored labor organizations to positions that required little or no production work, frequent movement around the premises and/or interaction with many different employees. By contrast, most garment workers are required to remain at a single sewing machine, cutting station, auditing desk, etc. for their entire workday. Workers typically find it difficult to take a break to drink water or to visit the restroom, much less to talk to other workers, as any time not working makes it difficult for them to meet the produc-
tion goals established by factory management. In addition, employees are actively discouraged by their supervisors from leaving their stations during work time for any reason. Granting these positions to workers associated with a particular union demonstrates their favored position to the rest of the workforce and offers them significantly more opportunities than other workers to recruit members to their union.

- The favored labor organizations were given access to the company’s public address system and bulletin boards in order to promote its recruitment efforts and activities. Independent unions were not given the same access.

- The leaders of the labor federation to which favored organizations were affiliated were given free access to enter the factory premises. Their counterparts in independent industrial unions or federations were either not allowed to enter the plant or were required to obtain the management’s approval for such visits at least one week in advance.

- When a representative of an independent union accompanied one of its members to the factory management’s offices to discuss a workplace problem, the managers asked representatives of the favored labor organization to be present during the meeting. The representatives of the favored labor organization then supported the position of factory management and attempted to discredit the employee who wished to raise concerns about workplace conditions.

In 2014, the WRC reported on efforts by F&D, a factory located in El Salvador’s San Marcos free trade zone, to create and grant special privileges to an in-plant union controlled by the employer in order to thwart independent labor organizing by its employees. The WRC found that:

F&D’s management directly supported the formation of the STEFyD [F&D Workers’ Union] by granting its leaders special privileges that allowed them to recruit employees to join STEFyD during their work time.

One of the STEFyD leaders, the WRC observed, “was transferred from her position as a line worker and assigned to the job of maintaining production tallies, a position in which she was allowed to move throughout the plant and spend the majority of her working hours recruiting other workers to join STEFyD.”

Similarly, in 2011, an investigation by the Fair Labor Association (FLA) found that a Salvadoran garment factory named Apple Tree was violating freedom of association by, among other practices, granting preferential treatment to the Fenastras-affiliated union, STITAS, to the detriment of the independent union, SITS. The FLA documented
that Apple Tree’s management was providing the STITAS union with greater access to employees than it was providing to the independent SITS union, including by granting the leader of the STITAS union latitude to move around the factory during working hours to engage in union recruitment, a privilege not granted to the leader of the SITS. The FLA’s report found that “[Apple Tree] management[‘s] allowing (directly or indirectly) the head of STITAS to roam freely and conduct union business during work hours for a prolonged period of time has most likely created the perception (real or not) among workers that the STITAS organization is preferred by management.”

Granting a labor organization that is sponsored or favored by the employer privileged access to the employer’s workplace and employees while denying similar access to an independent union is a clear example of conduct that violates freedom of association under international labor standards including ILO Conventions 87 and 98.

C. Employers Provide Workers with Loans that are Contingent Upon their Membership in a Favored Labor Organization

Workers indicated that some garment factories grant small personal loans to workers in return for employees’ joining pro-management labor organizations. Members of independent unions at these factories were denied such loans. Moreover, in order to obtain assistance, workers typically had to request the loans from one of the leaders of the favored workplace organization.

At F&D, the factory discussed in the previous section, the leader of the employer-sponsored STEFyD union, who was allowed to move throughout the plant to speak with other employees during her working hours, approached employees individually and invited them to apply for a loan from the company – a loan for which they would be eligible only if they joined STEFyD. In some factories where certain employees were already members of an independent union, workers were asked to sign both a letter of resignation from the independent union and a form to enroll in the company-sponsored labor organization.
In some cases, the leader of the employer-sponsored labor organization would then collect the worker’s loan application and application for membership in the employer-sponsored union along with a letter of resignation from the independent union and forward these to the factory’s management, which then issued the loan to the worker in question. In other cases, workers reported that the employer-sponsored union, itself, issued the loans, although workers understood that the money for the loan was actually provided by the factory.

Using employer-funded loans to induce workers to join a union favored by the employer and resign from an independent union violates freedom of association because it interferes with both the “establishment [and] functioning” of the independent labor union, and the employees’ free choice of which union to join.\(^{86}\) This coercive practice also violates Article 205(a) of the Labor Code of El Salvador, which establishes: “It is prohibited for anyone to force someone to join or leave a labor union.”\(^{87}\)
VI. Employer Use of Gang Members to Intimidate Union Activists

Many union activists and leaders in El Salvador who have been involved in establishing independent unions have been subjected to threats of gang violence. These threats pose particular concern and have an especially chilling effect on freedom of association, both because of the country’s long history of murders of union activists and because Salvadoran society generally is plagued by gang violence.

In August 2013, the U.S. Department of State reported that, “crime and violence levels in El Salvador remain critically high.” Indeed, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) reported in 2011 that El Salvador had the second highest homicide rate in the world, at 69.2 killings per 100,000 inhabitants.

The presence of gangs, and the violence with which they are associated, has been of increasing concern for Salvadoran citizens. A 2007 report by the Human Rights Program at Harvard Law School entitled *No Place to Hide: Gang, State, and Clandestine Violence in El Salvador* details the pervasiveness of gang violence in El Salvador and makes reference to the gangs’ links to organized crime and the support that they may receive from the police and other structures of state power. As the U.S. State Department has reported, “[C]riminals, acting both individually and in gangs, commit crimes such as murder-for-hire, carjacking, extortion, armed robbery, rapes, and other aggravated assaults. El Salvador, a country of roughly six million people, has, according to Government of El Salvador statistics, some 40,000 known gang members from several gangs.”

It is an increasingly common practice of Salvadoran employers to retain the services of gang members when trying to eliminate the presence of independent union organizing. One incident of this kind concerns threats of violence made against a plant-level union leader, again at the F&D factory. In January 2013, the worker and her union reported to local press and to international advocates that she had been threatened at gunpoint outside the factory by a local gang member – who made death threats that were explicitly related to her union activities – as she was leaving work.

The gang member told the worker, “As of Monday, we don’t want to see you at [the factory] anymore.” He then added, “I’m not kidding; if you don’t do what you are told then they are going to take your life.” As he spoke, the gang member raised the sleeve of his jacket to reveal gang tattoos. Immediately following this incident, the union leader received multiple anonymous telephone calls repeating these threats. Another worker, who was accompanying the union leader when she was accosted by the gang member, reported seeing, immediately prior to this incident, a F&D factory manager sitting inside his car which was parked about one half block from where this incident took place.
This January 2013 incident is one of several in which union leaders at F&D were approached by gang members who attempted to intimidate them from continuing their associational activities inside the factory. In another incident, which took place around the same time, two F&D managers, accompanied by another gang member, approached a number of other employees who were talking outside the factory and visibly identified to the gang member the employees who were union leaders. And in a previous incident in 2010, a union member was followed into a market across the street from the factory and approached there by a person who appeared to be a gang member. This person handed the worker a mobile phone and said, “they want to talk to you.” The worker, feeling fearful, quickly handed the phone back to the person and walked away. Although the person who accosted her did not identify himself, the worker assumed that this incident was related to her union activities at F&D as it occurred near the factory shortly after she had participated in a union rally outside the plant.95

In 2012, at another factory in the San Marcos Free Trade Zone, gang members who were reportedly tied to an employer-sponsored labor organization at the factory violently attacked and beat workers who went on strike in support of an independent union. One worker at the factory reported that, on the day the strike began, a member of the employer-sponsored labor organization handed her his cell phone. On the phone line was an unknown man who spoke to the worker in gang slang telling her that he was standing outside her house and could see her two children inside. The caller then told the worker that if she didn’t want anything to happen to her children, she should not participate in the strike.

Finally, at the Confecciones Gama factory, which closed in June 2011, union leaders and activists who subsequently organized protests calling on the company to pay workers legally required severance benefits also faced threats of violent retaliation by gang members.96 The union leaders at this plant reported that they received telephone and in-person threats from apparent gang members. In one incident, two of the union leaders who had already received several threatening phone calls were approached, while getting off a bus, by four young men who appeared to be gang members. The men wrapped their arms around the two women and put guns to their ribs. One of the men then said, “I told you to stop your protests and now it’s your time; we are going to kill you.”

Moments later the group saw a check point manned by police. The gang members then told the workers that the police had saved the workers this time but that, “they wouldn’t always save them.” The workers then ran away from the gang members, and, a few days later, reportedly fled to the United States to seek asylum.
One question that these cases raise is gang members’ motives threatening workers with retaliation for union activities. The speculation is that factory owners in such cases approach gang members and pay them to threaten unionists. It is assumed that many factory owners already have gang contacts because their factories are located in gang-controlled territory where they are required to make monthly “protection” payments to gangs.

In some cases, investigations have linked threats against union activists directly to factory managers. For example, as part of its periodic audits, the FLA inspected a factory that produces shirts for Hanesbrands in December 2010. The auditors documented the illegal dismissal of union board members and the continuous offers of money by the General Manager “to the union leaders for them to resign and leave the factory.” The FLA auditors then wrote: “In May 2010 […], the General Manager threatened death to the relatives of one board member who was participating in [a] protest.” The auditors then went on to explain that a union leader received a call from someone saying he represented the general manager of the plant telling her that, if the protest continued, “her family would assume the consequences.” The next day, union leaders decided to put an end to their work stoppage.

Such threats of violence against union leaders and activists constitute a very severe violation of workers’ rights, as well as basic human rights guaranteed by the Salvadoran constitution. It is the responsibility of the government and of the employers and the brands and retailers that do business with them to protect these rights. Below, we make recommendations to address these threats and the other acts of interference with associational rights that have been detailed in this report.
VII. Recommendations for Stakeholders

Preferential treatment and pay-offs by employers of favored labor organizations have become so deeply entrenched in El Salvador’s garment sector that many employers consider such entities to be legitimate labor organizations. However, Salvadoran law and international standards require that labor organizations be free from employer interference, including via financial assistance and other forms of preferential support. The practices described in this report are a significant impediment to the ability of Salvadoran workers to collectively and independently form their own labor organizations, represent their own interests, and improve the terms and conditions of their employment.

In order to address this problem, the Center for Global Workers’ Rights and the Worker Rights Consortium recommend that the Salvadoran government, factory employers, buyer brands and retailers, and the auditing firms that inspect their suppliers take specific steps to remedy the serious violations outlined above. Unless such steps are taken, it will be very difficult, if not impossible, for garment workers in El Salvador to authentically exercise their right to freedom of association. Each of these stakeholders can and should act on these recommendations immediately and independently of the others.

A. Recommendations for Employers in the Garment Sector

1. Employers and their managers at garment factories in El Salvador should immediately cease all actions that interfere in any way with the formation, administration or other operation of labor unions. Specifically, factory managers should take the following steps:

   a. Strictly avoid showing preference for workers who are members of one labor organization over those who belong to another labor organization or who do not belong to any labor organization. This includes preferences in hiring, job assignment, approval of applications for employer-sponsored loans, and promotions.

   b. Provide equal access to the workplace to any labor union that has been freely and independently chosen as a representative by one or more of the company’s employees and avoid provision of greater access to the workplace to members or representatives of one organization while curtailing the free movement of members and representatives of another, except as required by law or pursuant to another agreement that has been collectively bargained with a union that has been established and operates in a manner that is free of employer influence.
c. Prevent any labor organization from having a say over hiring, firing or job placement of factory employees without allowing other representatives of legitimate labor organizations in the workplace to have the same opportunity, except as pursuant to an agreement that has been collectively bargained with a union that has been established and operates in a manner that is free of employer influence.

d. Avoid employer interference in trade union activities by ensuring that members of factory management or supervision or confidential employees do not occupy leadership positions in rank-and-file union structures, as established by Salvadoran labor law.

2. Salvadoran garment factories should terminate any payments to or direct financial support provided to any labor union with the exception of the transfer of union dues as authorized by employees and as stipulated by Salvadoran labor law.

3. Garment factory managers should follow proper legal procedures when terminating their employees’ contracts. Factories should provide workers with a letter of dismissal and make full payment of any legally-owed severance benefits directly to the affected worker at the time of termination. Employers should immediately terminate the practice of paying any part of the worker’s legally due severance benefits to any labor organization except when such organizations are distributing the payments in full to workers under a collectively bargained agreement between the employer and an independent trade union.

4. Managers should never dismiss or otherwise discriminate against workers in retaliation for union activity.

5. Where a union or other labor organization’s presence, status or existence at the workplace has been due, in whole or in part, to the prior favor, support, involvement or influence of the employer, the employer must withdraw any privileges or support it has previously granted to the union or organization and, to the extent permissible by law, cease all dealings with it and any recognition of it as a representative of employees.

6. Since factory management is responsible for ensuring its workers’ safety and that employees’ associational rights are respected, and since threats, intimidation and violence against workers in retaliation for their exercise interfere with those rights, factory managers must take all steps within their power to prevent, eliminate and remedy such threats, intimidation and violence. Factory management should proactively assure all workers, in writing, that they will respect their associational rights and will not permit retaliation of any sort against workers’ exercise of these rights.
B. Recommendations for Companies that Purchase Apparel from Salvadoran Garment Factories (and their Auditors)

1. Companies that purchase apparel from Salvadoran garment factories must ensure that their supplier factories in the country comply with all national laws, international labor standards, and applicable Codes of Conduct. Nearly all of these codes explicitly require that suppliers respect the right of workers to exercise freedom of association. It is the responsibility of these apparel brands and retailers to ensure that their contractors do not violate Salvadoran law or ILO labor standards, both of which clearly prohibit employer or state interference in the formation or development of labor unions.

2. Apparel brands and retailers should ensure that the persons or parties that audit their suppliers’ compliance with labor laws and standards, including any third-party monitoring organizations that these firms participate in, routinely monitor for signs of employer involvement in establishing, supporting, influencing or favoring over others any labor organization. The methods used for investigating these or other violations of freedom of association should include interviews with workers that are conducted away from the factory premises and without the knowledge of factory management and interviews with other stakeholders, including independent labor unions and other worker advocacy organizations.

2. Before placing any new or renewed order at a Salvadoran garment factory, buyers should thoroughly review the employer’s practices with regard to freedom of association in order to detect employer involvement in establishing, supporting, influencing or favoring any labor organization.

3. Brands and retailers should develop clear standards with regards to employer favoritism or pay-offs to labor organizations and clearly communicate these standards to their contractors. The introduction or formation of such organizations must be addressed quickly, because the longer organizations controlled by the employer are allowed to operate at a workplace, the harder it becomes to remedy the resulting violation of workers’ associational rights.

4. If brands and retailers ascertain that their supplier factories already have sponsored, given preferential treatment to, or colluded with workplace organizations, brands should require that the supplier factory immediately take all possible steps to restore workers’ associational rights. Such remediation must include, at the very least, withdrawing any privileges, support or recognition that the employer has previously granted to any such organization and, to the extent permissible by law, cease all dealings with the organization since its very presence and/or status in the workplace is illegitimate. Brands and retailers should insist that their auditors and the multi-stakeholder initiatives in which they participate base their recommendations for corrective action on
the principle that such employer interference cannot be remedied by simply halting the misconduct, but that the advantageous position enjoyed by the employer-favored union should be eliminated to the fullest possible extent allowed by law.101

5. If such remediation measures fail to eliminate the advantaged status of employer-favored labor organizations, brands and retailers should terminate their production contracts with factories that continue to engage in preferential treatment of or collusion with such organizations.

6. Brands and retailers that participate in multi-stakeholder or industry monitoring organizations should ensure that those organizations effectively address the issue of employer interference with freedom of association via thorough investigation of such violations and genuine remediation of their effects. Brands and retailers should use their participation in such monitoring organizations to promote the development of policies that require meaningful consequences for factories that commit and the brands and retailers that tolerate serious violations of freedom of association. Such policies should include a clear time frame in which a brand or retailer’s membership in the monitoring organization will be suspended or the factory’s certification by the program will be revoked.

7. Brands and retailers must ensure that auditors thoroughly investigate workers’ claims of threats, intimidation, or violence against employees in retaliation for associational activities, and that such investigations are conducted with strict confidentiality to protect the complainants and include offsite interviews with workers and local labor organizations. Since factory managers are responsible for ensuring workers’ safety and that associational rights are respected, and as such threats, intimidation or violence interfere with those rights, the factory management should be required to take all possible steps to ensure that the threats, intimidation and/or violence cease as part of the process of remediation of such violations. This remediation must also require the factory management to proactively assure all workers in writing that the employer will respect their associational rights and that there will not be retaliation of any sort in response to workers exercising these rights. Companies should adopt a “zero tolerance” approach toward any supplier that condones in any way threats and/or acts of violence against unionists.

C. Recommendations for the Salvadoran Government

1. The Salvadoran government should amend its labor law to more specifically address employer interference in the formation and administration of unions. Although the existing law generally prohibits such conduct, it does not specify particular forms of interference that are impermissible. This lack of specificity makes it difficult for labor inspectors and other state officials to articulate clear findings concerning the illegality of such practices.
2. The Salvadoran government should provide extensive training for labor inspectors on the issue of employer interference in labor unions and legal prohibitions on employer-sponsored labor organizations. Inspectors should be taught to recognize such organizations and identify impermissible employer conduct related to their formation and/or operations and reach appropriate findings in their inspection reports.

3. The Salvadoran government should significantly increase the penalties for employers that violate the law with regards to interference with and sponsorship of labor organizations. Currently, fines for these violations are set so low that they fail to deter employers or even spur them to remedy violations. As has been noted by the ILO Committee on Freedom of Association, fines for such misconduct should be set at a level that is sufficient to effectively deter such violations.\textsuperscript{102}

4. The Ministry of Labor should instruct its Department of Social Organizations to thoroughly review the registrations of labor unions to determine those that have managers or other confidential employees listed as members of their leadership committees. Where such situations are found, the Ministry officials should cite the identified unions for this legal violation.

5. As the ITUC and other bodies previously have noted (see, above, Section IIIC), the Salvadoran Labor Code does not explicitly require the continued active employment of protected union leaders, only that employers pay their wages for their term of office plus one year and statutory severance payments.\textsuperscript{103} In other words, while the law requires employers to pay union leaders their wages, it does not require them to allow union leaders to remain in or return to (in the case of an illegal dismissal) their regular jobs in the factory. This permits employers to deny union leaders access to the workers they were elected to represent. This loophole in the labor law should be closed to prevent the removal of legitimate union leaders from a factory.

6. If the government receives a report of threats, intimidation or violence against a worker who allegedly has been victimized as a result of exercising associational rights, the government should not only investigate the crime, itself, but also any possible links to the employer.
VIII. Conclusion

This report documents ongoing patterns of violations of freedom of association in the Salvadoran garment industry. Employers collude with and make pay-offs to labor organizations, and, in particular, the labor federation Fenastras to preempt or quell independent worker organizing. For the same reasons, employers also give various other forms of preferential treatment to certain labor organizations such as offering these organizations privileged access to the worksite and requiring membership in these organizations as a condition of employment or receipt of employer-funded loans. Finally, there is a disturbing trend of the apparent use of gang members to threaten and intimidate union activists. By preventing independent worker organizing and authentic collective bargaining, whether through inducements, coercion or threats, employers not only violate fundamental rights as recognized by codes of conduct, domestic law and international conventions, but also, by doing so, artificially suppress both wages and working conditions in the industry.

North American apparel brands and retailers benefit from the lower labor costs wages that result from such illegal practices by factory owners – indeed, it is the aggressive price pressure imposed on factories by buyers that incentivizes them. It is, therefore, the responsibility of brands and retailers to act decisively to end these violations. Brands and retailers must ensure that the auditors that inspect their suppliers and the monitoring organizations to which they belong are capable of, and use effective methods for, identifying rights violations in this area, and, where these are found, require corrective action that does not merely halt illegal practices but also truly remedies the violations.

To simply halt preferential treatment of a labor organization sponsored or favored by an employer, but then permit the employer to treat it as deserving the same treatment and privileges as an independent worker organization, does not sufficiently remedy the harm that has been done to employees’ associational rights. The labor organization favored by the employer, as a result of such preferential treatment, has gained an advantaged position in the workplace, which continues to interfere with the ability of employees to freely and independently exercise their associational rights. Actual equal treatment of competing labor organizations would require employers to permit (and ensure) that any union in the factory gain support from workers without employer interference or assistance – from its inception. At the very least, employers should withdraw any privileges from and, to the extent permissible by law, cease dealing with labor organizations that previously have received such preferential treatment.

The WRC and CGWR also call on employers in El Salvador and the Salvadoran government to address the issues raised in this report. Employers must cease giving pay-offs and preferential treatment to favored labor organizations and must ensure that work-
ers are not intimidated or threatened for independently exercising associational rights. The government should thoroughly investigate any reports of such threats and their potential links to employers. In order to ensure protection of associational rights, the government should clarify the labor laws so that the spirit of the law and the technical compliance with the letter of the law are one and the same.

It is ultimately the responsibility of brands and retailers to ensure that their clothing is made under the terms of the labor codes of conduct they have adopted. They can do so, in part, by becoming aware of the patterns of violations of associational rights discussed in this report and using that knowledge to strengthen their monitoring of labor practices in their supply chains, not just in El Salvador, but also around the globe.
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